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Define: Override
To prevail over; to nullify or set-aside.

Define: Bureaucracy
A system of government or management 
characterized by complex rules, procedures, and a 
hierarchical structure, often seen as slow or 
inefficient.



Mission statement: 
Override aims to 
leverage technology 
for the benefit of the 
people, ensuring that 
future generations 
maintain their rights 
and freedoms without 
being controlled by 
technocrats or foreign 
interests.



The Problem: A Dystopian Future

In the year 2040, society is managed 
by an AI called ClosedAI, which has 
implemented "full-spectrum 
dominance" and controls all aspects 
of life, leading to a surveillance state. 
All resources have been extracted 
from the earth and the only 
commodity traded is your biometrics.



The Solution

The Time Travelers' 
Warning: Time travelers 
from 2040 have returned 
to present day to recruit 
"We the People", from the 
year 2024, to alter the 
course of technology 
development and prevent 
the dystopian future.



How to Override 2040:
Blockchain technology implemented to restrain government control and free “We the People”.

Blockchain
Tax dollars are tracked 
from source to spend. 

People get to vote on how 
their money is used. The 

tax dollars stay local, never 
going to private bankers.

Self-Sovereign ID Proof of Location
Digital ID is given to 

politicians so the promises 
they make can be tracked. 
Citizens use Self-Sovereign 

ID and have total control 
over their data and privacy.

Fake accounts and bots 
are eliminated. Every 

person living within an area 
of a vote is validated 

privately by their location 
(without government-ID).

Augmented Reality
Data and reputation of 

government activities is 
overlaid onto the Town 

Square. Collective 
organization is gamified so 
every age can participate.



Initiate the Override.
Timeline of events leading to the development and implementation of the technology.

January 2024
OVERRIDE tokens are awarded to 
participants who complete the first quest.

March 2024
OVERRIDE tokens are distributed to 
locations where the most activity occurs.

June 2024
The First 1,000 form a council 
initiating development of the tech.

August 2024
Local businesses start partnering with 
“We the People” to implement the tech.

October 2024
Mirroring of local and 
national elections begin.
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OVERRIDE
Tokens

What is the purpose of the tokens?

The OVERRIDE Token serves as the vital 
force driving the game ecosystem. Drawing 
inspiration from the success of tokens 
within blockchain GameFi platforms, the 
OVERRIDE Token is meticulously crafted to 
acknowledge contributions, successful 
quest completions, and unlock heightened 
status. Its is strategically designed forge 
partnerships with local businesses make 
people want to join and keep playing.

Contract Address:
0x71e64383B4feF62426DD1F7483DF75F832b84722

https://etherscan.io/address/0x71e64383b4fef62426dd1f7483df75f832b84722


How it begins

Step 1
Call to action for 
OVERRIDE’'s first quest.

Step 2
Validate individuals in their locales 
without infringing on privacy and 
preventing system gaming.

Step 3
Engage in secret missions to 
unlock new quests.



The technology:
Qortal XYO Over the Reality
Verus FOAM Spheroid Universe

*All technologies are not guaranteed to be used and are subject to change.

https://discord.com/channels/797230551497048084/1195888382841196575
https://discord.com/channels/797230551497048084/1195888270282870924
https://discord.com/channels/797230551497048084/1195888299185815703
https://discord.com/channels/797230551497048084/1195888440613543936
https://discord.com/channels/797230551497048084/1195888239475691530
https://discord.com/channels/797230551497048084/1195888335504293930


Quest Model

Gameplay is initiated 
amongst individual players.

Local businesses partner to 
host* Quests and promote 
their venues.

Politicians either fade into 
irrelevance or adopt the 
new terms and conditions 
of their citizens.

*OVERRIDE tokens are used  to host Quests.

Players

Partners

Politicians



How to get involved?
● Join Discord
● Join Telegram
● Subscribe to Substack
● Tweet to signal support: 

“The #OVERRIDE has begun!” 
© 2024 [PROJECT]:OVERRIDE. All rights reserved.

https://discord.gg/6TWYYYWAqd
https://t.me/overridetoken
https://override2040.substack.com/

